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YOU CAN REST
ASSURED THAT
YOUR HOME IS
IN SAFE HANDS

When you choose to protect your home, you want to have peace of mind that
you’re working with a company that has your best interests and safety at heart.
Here’s how we work hard to make your experience with us as easy and
seamless as possible from start to finish:
Our survey - After our first discussion, we will come out to your property and
do a free consultation at your home. We will measure up your driveway
entrance, pass on our brochure and provide you with a free, no-obligation
quote. Our team will then produce drawings of how your finished gate will look
prior to manufacturing, and they will conduct a full risk assessment of the site.
We handle everything - We don’t just design and manufacture your gate.
We are with you from start to finish and beyond by installing and maintaining
your new gate throughout the years. During installation, we also handle every
part of the process -including the civil works, the power cables - absolutely
everything, so you don’t need to liaise with anyone else.
Our handover - Rather than simply installing your gate and walking away,
we have a strict handover procedure in place at the end of the job, our
engineers won’t leave your property until you know exactly how your new gate
works and how to operate it properly. You will receive a full technical brochure
and a demonstration and all the keys and fobs handed to you. Remember, we
take your safety seriously.
Fast response time - Once we part ways, we are still on hand to answer
any questions you may have. And in the unlikely event that there is ever an
issue, we have dedicated service teams at hand to help any time of day.

Ideal for a natural look to complement your property
All of our wooden gates are craftsman-made by skilled
professionals who have years of experience behind them. They
are bespokely made to your own individual requirements and
specifications meaning that whatever style you choose matches
your home perfectly. When it comes to making a statement,
there’s nothing like a handcrafted wooden driveway gate.
We have a range of hardwoods on offer to provide you with the
unique finish you desire, including: Iroko, Sepele, Idigbo, European
Oak and Cedar. Another major benefit of wooden gates is that
you can opt for a closed boarded design which gives you much
more privacy than other open designs. The majority of our wooden
gates are supplied without staining or painting allowing you to
stain the gate yourselves. If you prefer us to do this for you we can
offer this for an additional cost. You can pick any colour from the
Sadolin's quick dry range. All T&G boards are painted before we
assemble and a final coat after the gates have been assembled.
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OF WOODEN
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DISCOVER
OUR COLLECTION
OF ALUMINIUM
GATES

Long Lasting & Unique
Whether you’re looking for a contemporary look or something
more traditional, our aluminium driveway gates can be crafted to
suit most properties. If you’ve been searching for aluminium
driveway gates that are both strong and stylish, then look no
further than The Expert Gate Company. Aluminium is an incredibly
lightweight material, and it’s also incredibly customisable, that’s
one of the great things about using a material as versatile as
aluminium.
And with the choice of either a swing or sliding gate design, you
can have peace of mind that your new gate is giving you the best
protection whilst making the most of your available space.
Our aluminium gates come in a variety of colours and textures
allowing you to easily match up to any existing windows and
doors at your property.
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Strong and Robust
Manufactured right here in the UK, once they are installed our
composite driveway gates are long lasting, incredibly durable
and extremely low maintenance. Composite driveway gates are
becoming more and more popular, owing to their incredible
environmentally-friendly benefits.
Their material is also very versatile, meaning that it can be used
to create a gate that looks almost identical to wood, giving you
the look and feel of nature but with the robustness of composite.
There’s also no risk of warping, splitting or rotting, and there’s no
need for you to treat or stain your gate in the future. They will last
for years to come and still look fantastic.
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DISCOVER
OUR RANGE
OF STEEL
GATES

Intricate, Timeless & Elegant
Intricate, timeless, elegant. Three words we can confidently use
to describe our custom steel driveway gates.
Every single one of our gates is bespokely made to your
specifications, whilst also being robust and strong enough to do
the job it’s supposed to. Not only do we make your new gate
bespoke to your measurements, but you can also customise the
design to make it completely yours and unique to your home.
All the steel we use for our gates is galvanised and then powder
coated in black, so not only is your home protected, but your
new gate is, too.
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COMPOSITE GATES

We have a variety of aluminium gates available from the popular close boarded curve top to
more bespoke and contemporary designs. Here are some of our favourites:

Our composite gates are made with a steel frame with a choice of composite T&G boards:

WOODEN GATES

STEEL GATES

All our wooden gates are hand crafted from a choice of hardwoods and look fabulous. We
can make more or less any gate design you like. Here are some popular designs:

The choice of steel designs is endless and look fantastic on any type of property. Here are
some designs that we are sure you'll love:

If you cannot find a design you like or have a unique design in mind, then please ask
our sales representative who can assist. We have hundreds of designs to suit everyone.
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ALUMINIUM GATES

Keypads - This is especially handy if you are leaving your home on foot rather
than in a car. You have a unique passcode that you set yourself; simply type it in
and leave. You can also give it out to gardeners, cleaners, friends and family,
and even delivery drivers when you order something online.
GSM Intercoms - This allows you to speak to visitors before you grant them
access to your property. It’s ideal if you want a bit of communication between
yourself and anyone visiting. This type of intercom links to your house phone and
your mobile giving you the benefit of letting a person enter whilst you are not at
the property, a very popular access method for delivery services like Amazon or Asos.
Our GSM units also have a dial to open function that allows you to pre set mobile
numbers to the unit turning their phone into a remote control.
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PUTTING YOUR
SAFETY FIRST

A look at our other access control systems:

Safety:

Video Intercoms - These are incredibly popular and allow you to see your visitor on
a colour screen from within your property.

All of our electric gate systems comply with BS/EN 12453, which is the current legislation
that all automated gates must follow. We install, as standard, a number of safety devices
on each and every one of our gates, including photocells and safety edges. Force Tests,
CE Mark and Technical Files are also completed.

We have a huge variety of different styles and covers for all your access control equipment
so regardless of what style or colour of your new driveway gates we have you covered.

The entire process will be undertaken by a trained professional who can then conduct all
the necessary safety checks and follow proper procedures. So you can have peace of
mind that your gate works properly for you and your family. Once a gate has been
fitted, that gate - by law - must undergo a series of force tests to ensure not only that it
operates properly, but also that it will stop moving immediately if any resistance or an
obstacle is detected, to prevent any accidents.
Our engineers won’t leave your property until they have shown you exactly how your
new gate works and how to operate it safely.
Automation:
Selecting the correct automation system for your new gate is very important as it ensures
your system works safely and efficiently for many years. Our sales team will survey the
entrance and calculate the size, style, weight and hinge positioning of your gate which
determines which automation kit is best suited. More often than not a swing gate system
will have underground operators which are very strong and fitted neatly underground
hiding the motor away. We also have a variety of electromechanical and hydraulic rams
too that are suitable for certain style gates and hinges. We also have a number of
sliding gate motors that can be fixed to the side of your gate or hidden in a matching
gate post should your prefered system be a sliding gate.
We only install the top of the range gate automation equipment which guarantees
outstanding performance and reliability.
Access Control:
When we design your gate, we will chat through the different access control options that
we have available. All of our systems will come with remote control fobs as standard
allowing you to open your gates at a push of a button.

Installation and Servicing:
We are really proud of our hard working installation and service engineers. They all
undergo the relevant courses and receive proper thorough training, and have years of
experience under their belts. You will also have a dedicated project manager who will
handle your project from start to finish.
Every single part of your installation stays with us. This includes the ground preparation,
the civil works and the power. There’s no liaising with other parties or waiting on other
companies - we do everything!
We use a modern digital service & booking system that links all the documents to a tablet
that all engineers carry. This allows us to efficiently manage your project constantly by
connecting the internal projects department directly to the service and installation teams
on the road.
We have strict handover procedures in place so on the day we are ready to hand over to
you, you will know exactly how everything works from the safety equipment to the override
method. You will also be given a handover pack that includes, technical specifications,
force test compliance reports, override keys and a commissioning certificate.
Gate Maintenance:
Once the installation is complete, you will also have a dedicated maintenance team
who is responsible for keeping your new gate in the best possible condition should
something go wrong.
Every time your gate undergoes maintenance, it will be re-tested using our thorough
gate safety checks to ensure that it is completely safe for you to use alone.
We offer comprehensive maintenance packages that ensure your gates work efficiently
and safely for many years.

TAKE THE FIRST
STEP TO A SAFER
TOMORROW
Get in touch with our team if you want to talk about what
we can do for your home or any future projects you have
in mind. We’re always eager to talk about your individual
requirements and any ideas that have sprung to mind.
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